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ABSTRACT Single-molecule techniques can monitor the kinetics of transitions between enzyme open and closed conformations, but such methods usually lack the resolution to observe the underlying transition pathway or intermediate conformational dynamics. We have used a 1 MHz-bandwidth carbon nanotube transistor to electronically monitor single molecules of the enzyme T4 lysozyme as it processes substrate. An experimental resolution of 2 ms allowed the direct recording of lysozyme’s opening and closing transitions. Unexpectedly, both motions required 37 μs on average. The distribution of transition durations was also independent of the enzyme’s state, either catalytic or non-productive. The observation of smooth, continuous transitions suggests a concerted mechanism for glycoside hydrolysis with lysozyme’s two domains closing upon the polysaccharide substrate in its active site. We distinguish these smooth motions from a non-concerted mechanism, observed in approximately 10% of lysozyme openings and closings, in which the enzyme pauses for an additional 40 to 140 μs in an intermediate, partially closed conformation. During intermediate forming events, the number of rate limiting steps observed increases to four, consistent with four steps required in the step-wise, arrow-pushing mechanism. The formation of such intermediate conformations was again independent of the enzyme’s state. Taken together, the results suggest lysozyme operates as a Brownian motor. In this model, the enzyme traces a single pathway for closing and the reverse pathway for enzyme opening, regardless of its instantaneous catalytic productivity. The observed symmetry in enzyme opening and closing thus suggests that substrate translocation occurs while the enzyme is closed.

INTRODUCTION

Regulatory and catalytic functions of enzymes involve dynamic structural changes over a wide range of timescales. The mechanisms for protein transitions between conformational changes are often poorly understood, especially in the milli- to microsecond ranges where conventional experimental techniques and computational modeling are most limited. For example, only the most advanced molecular dynamics simulations can approach millisecond time-scales. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments can monitor the motions of an enzyme, but the photon flux of the brightest FRET fluorophores limits the technique to observing movements on the timescale of 100 μs. State-of-the-art measurements using FRET and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) monitoring many thousands of proteins have identified rare events that establish upper limits on the duration of time required for the folding of the protein α3D, however, such measurements fall short of continuous monitoring or direct observation.

Electronic single-molecule techniques using nanoscale transistors, tunnel junctions, or nanopores provide opportunities to overcome some of the limitations of fluorescence-based techniques. For example, one electronic approach recently accomplished single-molecule monitoring of enzymatic catalysis by taking advantage of an enzyme’s electrostatic effects upon an underlying transistor channel. In studies of T4 lysozyme, this electronic technique matched previous, single-molecule FRET experiments in measuring the timing and statistics of lysozyme’s open and closed conformations as it processed its peptidoglycan substrate. In principle, the higher temporal resolution possible with solid-state electronics promises improved recordings of much briefer single-molecule events, intermediate states, and information-rich fluctuations. This promise has been demonstrated using the fluctuations of an electronic tunnel junction to distinguish closely related amino acids and peptides.

Here, we report electronic, single-molecule monitoring of T4 lysozyme with a resolution of 2 ms. This resolution allowed direct observation of lysozyme’s motions during transitions between its open and closed conformations. The mechanical motion from one conformation to the other required 37 μs on average. Furthermore, this transition time does not depend on the direction of motion nor on whether it occurred during catalysis or non-productive motions. Approximately 10% of the time, additional motions were observed in which long pauses during either closure or reopening extended the duration by 40 to 140 μs on average.

METHODS

The methods of this experiment closely followed the protocols described in previous publications. Briefly, a pseudo wild-type variant of T4 lysozyme with the substitutions C54T/C97A/S90C, termed lysozyme here, was expressed in E. coli and then purified by cation exchange and size exclusion chromatography. The single cysteine substitution at residue 90 allowed facile and reproducible surface biocoujugation to the maleimide groups of N-(1-pyrenyl)maleimide linker molecules. The pyrene linkers adhered noncovalently to isolated single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) that were individually connected in field effect transistor (FET) configurations. The SWNT FET was first soaked in a solution of the
pyrene-maleimide linkers (1 mM in ethanol, 30 min), rinsed to remove many of the linkers (5 min in ethanol with 0.1% Tween-20, then 5 min in deionized water), and then incubated for 120 min in a 54 μM solution of lysozyme in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 138 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8.1 mM Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.5). Finally, the device was rinsed with wash buffer (PBS with 0.05% Tween-20) to remove proteins nonspecifically adsorbed on the SiO2 surface.

Figure 1a shows an example device imaged by atomic force microscopy, in which the single molecule attachment is clearly resolved. Fabrication details are described more completely in the Supporting Information (SI).

Once bioconjugated, the lysozyme-SWNT devices were electrically monitored for 10 or 20 min in PBS solutions with and without peptidoglycan (Sigma-Aldrich). The electrolyte potential was held constant at a bias of -0.6 to -0.7 V (versus a Ag/AgCl reference electrode), which was chosen to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio for each device. 100 mV was applied across the source and drain terminals to drive a DC current \( \Delta I(t) \) in the SWNT channel. Fluctuations in this current were monitored using an externally mounted, 200 kHz preamplifier (Femto DLPCA-200) sampled at 600 kHz. A rise time of approximately 2 μs, which was 20 times shorter than reported in previous measurements, was realized by carefully limiting the system’s parasitic capacitances. The PBS solution was confined within a 100 μm wide microfluidic channel contained within a PDMS gasket and optically aligned over the SWNT active region, as previously developed for similar nanowire devices.

**RESULTS and DISCUSSION**

Without peptidoglycan substrate in the surrounding electrolyte buffer, lysozyme remains in its open conformation. The SWNT current \( I(t) \) for a lysozyme-conjugated nanocircuit is featureless around a steady baseline. Furthermore, lysozyme variants with mutated active site residues known to abrogate enzymatic catalysis also result in a featureless \( I(t) \).

After the addition of peptidoglycan, \( I(t) \) exhibits stochastic pulse trains of brief excursions to a higher current level. The excursions were analyzed by focusing on the excess current \( \Delta I(t) \) above the baseline (Figures 1b,c). We observed these excursions to have all of the characteristics described previously. Specifically, excursions occurred at one of two average rates: either 20-50 s\(^{-1}\) corresponding to lysozyme’s processive hydrolysis of substrate, or else 200-400 s\(^{-1}\) corresponding to nonproductive motions in which lysozyme processivity and catalysis becomes blocked by peptidoglycan cross-links.

We define these two possible ranges of activity as the catalytic state or the nonproductive state of lysozyme, respectively.

In either state, each transition of lysozyme to its closed conformation moved the positively charged sidechains Lys83 and Arg119 away from the SWNT. Immersed in an aqueous environment, the two charged sidechains, their appropriate counterions, and the liquid rearrange in sync with the protein’s motion. The FET records motions of this protein-ion system within the 1-nm Debye screening radius. Each time the enzyme closes, an 8 Å hinge motion brings the two lobes of the enzyme closer, swings the positively charged residues away from the SWNT, and electrostatically gates the electrical channel to produce the \( \Delta I(t) \) signals analyzed here.

On average, such \( \Delta I(t) \) increases were identical in magnitude, suggesting the enzyme sidechains moved the same distance each time it opened or closed upon substrate. Reopening of lysozyme reversed the motions and returned \( I(t) \) to its baseline value. The mean duration of each excursion \( \tau \) was interpreted as the duration of the closed configuration, and the pause between excursions was interpreted as the duration of the open configuration. Single-molecule distributions of \( \tau_{\text{closed}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{open}} \) followed Poisson statistics and had mean durations that were in excellent agreement with previous FRET studies of T4 lysozyme.

Increasing the sampling rate of \( I(t) \) and the effective bandwidth of the SWNT device immediately resolved internal structure in the rising and falling transitions between open and closed conformations. With an experimental resolution increased to 2 μs, we indirectly observed the finite duration of transitions between the two conformations. These durations had a broad distribution that included transitions that occurred faster than 2 μs, transitions lasting over 100 μs, and transitions interrupted by long pauses in the middle of conformational changes. Here, we restrict attention to analysis of the transition durations, having analyzed \( \tau_{\text{closed}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{open}} \) in previous publications.

Figure 2a shows the probability distribution for the duration \( \tau_{\text{closing}} \) of transitions from the open to the closed conformation. One example closure event is shown in the inset (additional example events are plotted in the SI, Figure S1). We defined \( \tau_{\text{closed}} \) by defining local average values of \( \Delta I(t) \) surrounding a single closure event and then measuring the duration for the signal to rise from 20% to 80% of this local average height. Similar measurements using 30% and 70% thresholds led to proportionally shorter \( \tau_{\text{closing}} \) values, whereas expanding the thresholds to 10% and 90% (the traditional criteria for defining rise and fall times in signal processing) led to very long values corrupted by the limited signal-to-noise ratio of the \( \Delta I(t) \) signal. Other than the narrower thresholds used, the measurements of \( \tau_{\text{closing}} \) were reproduced by independent rise-time measurement algorithms. The \( \tau_{\text{closing}} \) distribution shown here results from semi-automated analysis of over 600 seconds of \( \Delta I(t) \) records collected with three different lysozyme-SWNT devices, each of which gave the same results when analyzed independently.

On average, lysozyme spent \( \pm 3 \) consecutive seconds in either a slow, catalytically productive state or a fast, nonproductive state before switching states or becoming inactive. Consequently, a second-by-second average rate of closure events allowed us to separate individual events into two states of activity (catalytic or nonproductive) and to compare their probability distributions. As shown in Figure 2a, the \( \tau_{\text{closing}} \) distribution during catalytically productive closures (green) was statistically identical to the distribution for events during catalytically nonproductive, higher frequency closures (blue). Both distributions were semi-logarithmic with mean durations of approximately 37 μs. Table 1 gives precise values of each slope \( \tau \) with its uncertainty (one standard deviation) as determined from a least-squares fit. Three lysozyme molecules measured with the new, high-bandwidth technique gave identical behaviors and were all consistent with lower-resolution measurements performed on dozens of single lysozyme devices.

Figure 2b depicts the two probability distributions for the duration \( \tau_{\text{opening}} \) of transitions from the closed conformation back to the open conformation. As with \( \tau_{\text{closing}} \), the \( \tau_{\text{opening}} \) dis-
tributions for the two enzyme conformations were statistically identical and did not depend on the enzyme’s state, either catalytic or non-productive. Furthermore, the mean value of $\tau_{\text{opening}}$ was the same as for $\tau_{\text{closing}}$. Inspection of the example transitions shown in the insets to Figure 2 and in Figure S2 indicate that the appearance and timing of lysozyme’s opening events were virtually identical to its closing events.

Thus, both opening and closing motions are driven by a common energy scale, and the speed of lysozyme’s motions is almost identical during high frequency nonproductive motions and less frequent catalytic ones. These findings are consistent with Kramers’ theory of transition kinetics, which expresses the duration of transition in terms of fundamental energy scales and implies that different transition paths should proceed at the same rate once initiated over a reaction barrier. In fact, proteins with vastly different folding rates can exhibit identical transition durations, a prediction experimentally verified by Chung et al. using FRET. In both protein folding and lysozyme closure, the duration is determined by dissipative interactions such as friction between sidechains surrounding lysozyme’s active site and the peptidoglycan substrate. These interactions manifest themselves in the frequency distributions of $\Delta t(t)$, but the approach described by Chung et al. provides a simple method of estimating transition times directly from the values in Table 1. Taking $\tau_{\text{open}}$ as an upper bound for the Kramers’ rate of barrier crossing and requiring the energy barrier to be no less than the energy difference $\Delta E$ between open and closed conformations, theory predicts transition durations in the range of 10 to 200 $\mu$s, in good agreement with the experimental data.

Unlike protein folding, the duration of lysozyme’s motions is too transient to have been studied by ensemble methods like fluorescence or X-ray crystallography, and it is too long to be addressed by either NMR or typical first-principles simulations. For example, multiscale molecular dynamics modeling of lysozyme has proposed a $<1$ ns transition path through six protein conformations, providing a simple method of estimating transition times. Solid lines in Figure 3 depict fits to the gamma probability distribution for $N$ consecutive processes

$$P(t,k,N) = \frac{k^N t^{N-1}}{\Gamma(N)} e^{-kt},$$

where $k$ is the shared rate of all $N$ processes and $\Gamma$ is the gamma function. Fitting the data to the gamma distribution sets an upper bound on $N$, whereas the statistical variance $\sigma^2$ of the same data determined a lower bound $\sigma^2 = \langle t^2 \rangle / N$. In this manner, we determined closing to involve at least 2 but no more than 4 processes during those events which included an intermediate pause. Opening required 3 to 5 processes in series, an increase by one step that is consistent with the longer pauses during $\tau_{\text{opening}}$. Bhitha et al. have proposed that intermediate steps can play crucial roles in enzyme catalysis, but the intermediate step seen here seems to be independent of chemical activity. For comparison, variances of the smooth and continuous transitions analyzed in Figure 2 gave $N=1.0\pm0.1$, indicative of a single step or concerted process with no evidence of rate-limiting intermediates.

This statistical analysis is consistent with FCS observations of T4 lysozyme, which noted a range of brightnesses attributed to multiple intermediate states. However, the $\Delta t(t)$ signals corresponding to $N=1$ never contained two or more distinct levels. The long-lived pause in lysozyme’s motion was always associated with a single, intermediate configuration, even though statistical analysis indicated multiple consecutive processes. We hypothesize that the single plateau during the
pause may represent a non-concerted mechanistic pathway during which protein is “stuck” in a partial conformation while waiting for the correct alignment of functional groups to complete a conformational change.

Figure 4 depicts a free-energy landscape for lysozyme’s primary hinge motions estimated from Boltzman statistics by comparing the durations of \(<\tau_{\text{open}}\) to \(<\tau_{\text{closed}}\).\(^{23}\) Lysozyme’s nonproductive cycles occur during closures upon nonhydrolyzable cross-links in the peptidoglycan (blue), whereas catalytically active motions occur when lysozyme closes upon a hydrolyzable glycosidic bond between \(N\)-acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and \(N\)-acetylglucosamine (NAG) (green). Assuming that the open conformation provides a reference energy level that is insensitive to the peptidoglycan structure at the active site, the relative energy level \(\Delta E\) of the closed conformation can be estimated using the Boltzman distribution of a two-state system, \(\Delta E = k_B T \ln(<\tau_{\text{closed}}>/ <\tau_{\text{open}}>).\) As in the previous report, the closed configurations are at 1.6 and 2.6 kcal/mol for nonproductive and catalytic closures, respectively.\(^{23}\) The two closed conformations differ by 1.0 kcal/mol.\(^{17}\) Energetically, this difference is within the range expected for the formation of an additional hydrogen bond at the active site as a result of successful hydrolysis. The two-state model does not apply if lysozyme’s motions are limited by more substantial energy barriers; but FRET experiments observe lysozyme accessing a range of conformations, including the closed conformation, at high frequency and without any apparent stabilization when substrate is absent.\(^{26}\)

An estimate for the energy level of intermediate configurations was added to this basic diagram using the mean pause durations observed in each type of cycle. Again, assumptions have been made that the observed waiting times are limited by thermodynamics rather than other, rate-limiting barriers. During nonproductive motions, the intermediate configuration was only slightly higher in energy than the closed configuration, by either 0.28±0.09 kcal/mol (closing) or 0.16±0.13 kcal/mol (opening). Essentially, the energy levels for these closing and opening pauses were statistically identical, suggesting a single unique conformation that was nearly isoenergetic with the nonproductive closed conformation. During catalytically productive cycles, the intermediate pauses occurred at much higher energies (3.4 to 3.8 kcal/mol) than the closed conformation.

The identical distributions of \(\tau_{\text{opening}}\) and \(\tau_{\text{closing}}\) independent of catalytic state, is unlikely to be coincidental. Taken together with a 10% propensity to form intermediates during opening and closing in both states, the results suggest the presence of symmetry in lysozyme’s hinge-bending motions. Such symmetry of motions has been invoked to explain the movements of Brownian ratchets, which rely on constrained motions and thermal energy to power their movement along a substrate.\(^{42, 43}\) In fact, lysozyme processively steps along a polysaccharide substrate to consecutively hydrolyze hundreds of glycosidic bonds,\(^{17}\) analogously to a Brownian motor or similar molecular machine.

For this symmetry of motions to apply to lysozyme, the enzyme must open and close upon identical substrates. This condition is clearly satisfied by non-productive motions, during which the enzyme opens and closes upon a peptidoglycan cross-link without catalyzing any change in the substrate.\(^{42}\) Productive motions, on the other hand, hydrolyze one glycosidic bond during each closure. For the enzyme to open upon identical substrates after this chemical modification, the enzyme needs to move along the polysaccharide to the next glycosidic bond before re-opening. Thus, the kinetic evidence supports a model in which the enzyme closes, hydrolyzes the substrate, translates to the next bond, and then opens. Consequently, we conclude that lysozyme operates as a Brownian motor. The 1.0 kcal/mol liberated in each catalytic cycle provides the energy for translocation along the polysaccharide. Thermal energy could be powering enzyme closing and opening along a constrained pathway. The fact that motions are disorganized until the enzyme binds its substrate\(^{23, 24}\) indicates that the substrate provides some essential structural feature, which could be identified by further modeling and structural studies. The catalytic mechanism of lysozyme is well established,\(^{24}\) and is depicted in Figure 5. The data described here suggests the enzyme closes and opens upon an identical glycosidic bond, which allows assignment of the enzyme open and closed conformations to this mechanism.

The formation of a rare intermediate conformation comprised 10% of enzyme openings and closings in both catalytic and non-productive states. Assuming this intermediate does result from heterogeneity in the polysaccharide substrate, the intermediate need not require an alternate conformational trajectory. Instead, we believe observations of the intermediate illustrates cases where the concerted mechanism of Figure 5 is converted into a multistep, non-concerted mechanism with higher transition state energies. The variable \(N\) matches the number of arrows drawn for the non-concerted reaction in the upper left of Figure 5. After any arrow, a pause to allow repositioning of sidechains or other reaction participants would result in the intermediate conformation being observed. The range of \(\Delta I(t)\) heights for the observed intermediates suggests that no single step in the mechanism presents a special bottleneck. Furthermore, the symmetry of motions observed here could result from similar conformational pathways for enzyme closing and opening; thus, if the enzyme forms an intermediate 10% of the time while closing, the intermediate is also likely to occur during the constrained opening events. As noted above, we observe the intermediate occurring in both directions during both catalytic and non-productive motions, demonstrating the extent of conformational constraints for this Brownian motor.

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, we have demonstrated a generalizable approach to high-speed, single-molecule experiments. The faster time resolution directly resolved lysozyme’s motions and the presence of intermediate conformations interrupting these motions. Analysis of these motions strongly suggests that lysozyme is a Brownian motor. Other processive glycosidases (e.g., cellulase) could operate using similar mechanisms. The high temporal resolution experiments described here could guide the development of improved inhibitors, therapeutics, and engineered enzymes.
Figure 1. Lysozyme-nanotube devices. (a) Atomic force micrograph of a single lysozyme protein attached to an electrically connected SWNT. Source and drain electrodes lay under a passivating polymer, seen as stripes across the top and bottom of the image. (b) Individual source-drain current fluctuations $\Delta I(t)$ observed when lysozyme is monitored in the presence of peptidoglycan, and (c) a representative stochastic series of such fluctuations.

Figure 2. Probability distributions for the durations of hinge-bending motions. (a) Closing durations recorded during periods of catalytic processing (green) or nonproductive binding (blue). Inset shows an example $\Delta I(t)$ signal for a single closing event, with the portion used to calculate the transition’s duration highlighted in red. (b) Opening durations and example event. Solid lines depict single-exponential fits to each distribution. Note that examples shown are significantly longer than the distribution averages.
Figure 3. Probability distributions for the durations of hinge-bending motions when long-lived pauses occur. (a) Closing durations, with example signal for a single event (inset). (b) Opening durations and example event. Solid lines depict fits to gamma distributions.

Figure 4. Free-energy landscape of T4 lysozyme. Single-molecule kinetics determine the energies of conformational states during catalytic processing (green) and nonproductive binding (blue). Direct transitions between the open and closed conformations occurred in 90% of events, but the remaining 10% of events paused in an intermediate, partially closed conformation. Energetic barriers exist between every conformational state but have been excluded for clarity.

Figure 5. Hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds catalyzed by T4 lysozyme. The glycosidic bond between N-acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) subunits are depicted with one water molecule (black) surrounded by lysozyme’s key active-site functionalities Glu11, Asp20, and Thr26 (blue). The concerted mechanism shown with red arrows is observed in 90% of enzyme closures. Interruption of any step leads to the rarer, non-concerted mechanism, and causes the enzyme to pause in an intermediate, higher energy state. As described in the text, identical motions during re-opening suggest that the enzyme remains in the closed conformation during substrate translocation to an identical NAM-NAG glycosidic bond.
Table 1. Timing and energetics of T4 lysozyme closing and opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conformation</th>
<th>Catalytically active</th>
<th>Nonproductive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tau$ (µs)</td>
<td>$\Delta E$ (kcal/mol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>52,330 ± 2,290</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closinga</td>
<td>38 ± 2</td>
<td>3.84 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(with pause)</td>
<td>81 ± 27</td>
<td>3.84 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closed</td>
<td>589 ± 61</td>
<td>2.66 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openinga</td>
<td>41 ± 5</td>
<td>3.36 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(with pause)</td>
<td>181 ± 54</td>
<td>3.36 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAs defined using 20% and 80% threshold criteria. Full transition times are up to 40% longer.
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